Press Note
Annual Day and Award Function 2020
Matrusri Engineering College, Saidabad, Hyderabad organised a National Level Technical Fest “ Sadhya
2020” and 9th Annual Day and Award Function on 13th March, 2020 in its premises. The Chief Guest Sri K
Bikshapathi, Director General, National Academy of Construction, Sri Dr K P Srinivas Rao, Chairman MES,
Sri J.Sudhakar, Secretary MES and Dr D Hanumantha Rao, Principal MECS graced the occasion.
The chairman welcomed the chief guest and congratulated the university award winners of the college.
The Principal, MECS proceeded the event by presenting the Annual Report of the college which included
all the events conducted by the institution with a continuous support and guidance given by the
management and congratulated the university toppers. The chief guest spoke about the basic tradition
of the country which emphasizes on the importance of visiting a temple to pray and rituals tell us to
spend a minute by reciting a small Sanskrit Shloka after seeking blessings from the almighty which
means asking to give one a peaceful death without any body trouble and poverty. He enlightened the
gathering on developing skills along with the knowledge in their own domains such as English language,
analytical, critical thinking and team building skills. He also advised the students to focus on maintaining
physical fitness and mental fitness by practicing meditation. Finally, he endorsed the statement given by
the principal about the importance of attitude in ones life.
“Sadhya 2020”, held earlier on the same day had various events participated by the students of many
engineering colleges. Different events were conducted by CSE, ECE, EEE, CIVIL and Mechanical
departments. Participants showed immense interest in activities such as Pirates of Circuits, Welding,
Machine Assembly, CAD Mania, Bridge the Gap, Googled, Techathlon, VARsHunt, etc. Merit certificates
and cash prizes were distributed by the Principal along with the Vice-Principal Dr M Venu Gopal,
Convenor of Tech Fest Dr P Raja Sekhar, Convenor of Annual Day Dr T Shekharam, and HODs of MECS.

